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1997 1998 1999/00*

Consolidated Sales

Operating Earnings

Net Earnings

Cash-Flow
(Net earnings + depreciation)

Equity

Net Debt/Equity

ROE (Return on Equity)

Personnel end of the year

Earnings per Share (CHF)

Market Capitalisation

112’749 125’973 129’564

6’442 7’343 6’184

4’521 3’658 3’185

11’341 9’923 10’233

78’626 78’170 78’415

0.88 0.97 0.73

5.9 % 4.7 % 4.1 %

640 749 722

15.07 12.19 10.62

96’000 96’900 81’000

LEM
three years at a glance

LEM Group
Key Figures kCHF

* 1999/00 correspond to an annualisation of 15 months
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Dear Stakeholders, shareholders,
clients, colleagues and partners,

The supreme goal of a company like LEM is the
continuous increase in its value for you, its
“stakeholders”. This can only be achieved effi-
ciently and over time by balancing essential
factors such as developing the usefulness of
market offerings, personnel satisfaction and
constant improvement in profitability.

Major efforts are made every day by the men
and women who are unstinting in their involve-
ment and their dedication to improving on the
existing, developing their knowledge which
represents the know-how of the company and
allowing us to apply our motto: set the trends in
the field of the measurement of electricity
through innovation and quality. Let us thank
them here warmly for their efforts.

I am convinced that we can capitalise, even
more than in the past, on our know-how and our
market position. We will strive without respite to
achieve this. This also requires that we simplify
our structures and decision-making process.

This year, the Board of Directors has re-thought
its role at the heart of the company and the
dynamics of determination of the strategy. This
reflection has led us to propose a reduction in
the size of the Board with the CEO being the
only executive Director on the Board.

The members leaving have played a decisive
role in the direction of the LEM Group over the
last few years that have been somewhat turbu-
lent. We thank them sincerely for their contribu-
tions, and know that they will continue to help
us with their advice at different levels of the
company.

The combining of the functions of CEO and
president has never been a personal aim or a
concept that we welcome. I am thus particularly

happy to announce that
Fritz Fahrni will take over as
chairman of the Board on the day
of the General Annual Meeting.
His deep understanding of
management of technology and
innovation linked to his
extensive experience in
managing companies allows him

to direct the work of the Board and its interfaces
with the Executive management.

Patrick De Bruyne
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Patrick De Bruyne
CEO, LEM

LEM - Made to Measure

In fact, the very roots of LEM are based on
knowledge of applications which gives the
company the unique capacity to develop such
high-performance solutions. The destiny of
LEM is to supply information that is specialised
and effective  by ensuring the continuous flow
of its know-how towards its clients every day as
part of our partnership relationship.

Our markets
The markets connected with the transformation
and use of electricity, especially involving
power electronics, has experienced steady
development over the past few decades. Their
growth should last a long time yet as they are
directly related to the primary need represented
by electricity. Following a very poor beginning
in 1999 which had a major weakening effect on
the activities of the company and put heavy
pressure on the profitability, market demand
took off again in the autumn of the same year
and has continued to grow in a remarkable
manner until today.

Covering all the domains of the use of
electricity, the segments we are called upon to
serve are very varied. At the risk of
oversimplification, we can say that components
are used above all in variable speed drives and
thus for the control of electric motors. Initially
oriented to industrial applications such as
machine tools or logistical transport systems,
they increasingly cover everyday applications
such as air conditioners, ventilation and
electrical household appliances. They also
effect essential liaison functions between
control electronics and power converters in all
traction vehicles, locomotives, trams or
trolleybuses.

Electricity is the most convenient and efficient
source of energy to complement and support the
vast majority of technical developments that are
the very foundation of the evolution of
humanity itself.   Electricity allows the
transformation of information into action and
the functioning of infrastructures, public
transport, production lines and communication
in all its forms.

Mastery of the application of electricity
demands the development of high-performance
equipment in order to:

• control the flow of power, adapt at high speed
current and voltage waveforms, from the
voltage to receivers such as variable speed
drives, emergency power supplies or railway
vehicles.

• control the safety of installations during their
development, their commissioning and their
operation.

• measure and analyse electrical parameters,
especially the quality of networks, in order to
anticipate and strictly limit the effect of
perturbations which may occur.

Our mission
LEM has set itself the mission of contributing
substantially to this mastery of electricity by
developing high-performance solutions from
active components to the most complex
measuring systems. This whole domain
represents a highly specialised niche which has
to be served globally in all the countries
contributing to industrialisation.
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Strategic developments
During this year, we have been obliged to
determine the consequences of this business
vision by re-centering the instruments activity
on power measuring and analysis systems - a
segment that we refer to as POWER - and which
led to the divestment of the graphical recorders
to Kipp & Zonen, and by refining the
segmentation of LEM Components resulting in
the strong clarification of the specific strategies
and the commencement of a product portfolio
rationalisation programme.

Our positioning as ‘preferred partner’ in the
domain of electrical measurement also led us to
strengthen our presence in all the regions of the
world. In the case of Asia, our development has
proceeded favourably in China and we
succeeded in concluding a long lasting project
which involves an alliance with our key
competitor in the transducer market, NANA
Electronics K.K., a Japanese company and
leader in its domestic market. This Joint Venture,
controlled by LEM, allows us to reinforce our

At last, automobile technology is beginning to
incorporate more and more power electronics to
lighten vehicle weight and increase reliability
especially by replacing hydraulic systems that
have been used until now. LEM is playing a
decisive role as a development partner in these
new applications in many countries.

It is also in the automobile profession that we
find the majority of applications involving
current probes which are used for control circuit
diagnosis. Naturally we also find them as
essential and distinctive performance
accessories in the majority of equipment used
for testing and measuring. The probes are often
used as sensors for our instruments and
measuring systems. The main markets are
electricity distribution and power electronics.
Following deregulation of the markets and its
extension to an increasing number of countries,
the demand for equipment for the analysis of
the quality of electricity and the monitoring of
networks is expected to grow substantially over
the coming years. LEM offers the most complete
range of portable or installed systems and our
efforts are oriented to developing coherence
and simplicity of use of electronic systems and
software.

Systems

Probes

Instruments

Components

Sales 1995-99/00
by Business Area/Unit
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market share in Europe, the Americas and Asia
in a balanced manner. It also offers other
important leverage effects in technology,
production rationalisation and in the range of
solutions offered.

We are continuing to refine our portfolio of
activities according to their profit potential as
well as evaluating the opportunities for
additions allowing us to reinforce our position -
in the solutions offered and in access to
international markets - and thus to the
possibilities of increasing the value of the
company.

Sales 1995-99/00
by Regions

ROW

Asia

America

Europe
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58.9 %28.3 %

6.8 % 6.0 %

Operational performance
The clarification and simplification of the
strategy is essential to help orientate the efforts
of all. These must be effected alongside
coherent steps to improve operational
performance. We have reviewed the resources
of LEM Instruments with a resultant reduction
in the cost base of MCHF2.5 which will have its
full effect in the current financial year. We
decided to reduce the dispersion of production
by concentrating essentially on two centres for
components and two for instruments, each with
a specific and complementary programme. The
corresponding transfers should be concluded by
the end of 2000. In parallel, we have set up a
programme of rationalisation for the very large
component portfolio which will begin in July.
Other important possibilities for simplification,
especially in the administrative area, are
currently being studied.
It would take too much space here to list all the
innovations that LEM has introduced this year
and all the new solutions in technology,
transducers, high frequency probes, network
monitoring systems or a particularly economical
revolutionary method for measuring very high
currents which are currently introduced on the
market. They are a decisive factor in our
success tomorrow.

The CTN real estate complex
Another essential simplification, requested by
the stock market community, was the separation
of the Centre for New Technologies (CTN) real
estate complex from industrial activities. The
CTN, a very attractive concept and successful
for ten years was seen as a considerable weight
in the evaluation of the value of LEM. Although
we have been able to reduce our participation to
58%, this separation has proved to be far more
difficult than expected. The project presented to
the General Annual Meeting last year did not
gain the support of our partners in the CTN. We
have been steadily following up alternative
solutions and hope to be able to resolve this
question rapidly.

58.9 % Components
28.3 % Instruments

6.8 % Probes
6.0 % Systems
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Towards the future
The hard work is bearing fruit and the pieces of
the jigsaw fall into place. Aided by the
recovery of the markets, the profitability
potential of LEM is opening up fully and
reaffirms our confidence in consolidating at
the level of the intrinsic value of your
company, as we have been awaiting for a long
time. Fully conscious of the need to progress
quickly yet in an equitable manner, the Board
of Directors will propose to the General Annual
Meeting the payment of an unchanged
dividend of CHF9.- per share for the financial
year 1999-2000.
I should like to express our sincere thanks to
all our shareholders for their steadfast support
of the considerable efforts consented by all
actors for the development of LEM.

Patrick De Bruyne

Software packages provide very
comprehensive representations of

                      numerous complex measuring data.
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After signing the joint venture (from left to right)
P. Savary, D. North (LEM)

T. Fukumoto (NANA), P. de Bruyne (LEM)
T. Ishida, A. Maeda (NANA)

The customer is always at the heart of all our
corporate thoughts and actions. We believe that
proximity to the customer implies both mutual
understanding and geographical nearness. Our
aim is to achieve both at all times, in order to
ensure the highest customer satisfaction.
The market niches we serve are global in their
scope. Building on its historically strong foun-
dation in Europe, LEM achieved a superb posi-
tion in North America in the 1990s. The consist-
ent objective has been to strengthen the balance
of our activities in the principal regions of the
world. Always acknowledging that the applica-
tions emphasis varies from region to region,
each complementing the other to hone our over-
all competitive edge.

The joint venture project pursued by LEM in the
Asia-Pacific region has led to the merger of
LEM’s wholly-owned Japanese subsidiary Nip-
pon LEM in Osaka with NANA Electronics in
Machida, near Tokyo.

The new company NANALEM is the market
leader in Japan, Korea and Taiwan and a major
player in the field of electrical measuring com-
ponents. As a result, the proportion of LEM
Group turnover derived from Asia has risen
from 8 to 25%. Other reasons for this strategic
shift include technical leverage effects, global

We’re there where our customers need us.
Strengthening the strategic position in Southeast Asia

purchasing and complementary market factors.
Whilst Europe has traditionally focused on so-
phisticated, high-performance electronic sys-
tems, primarily for industrial applications, the
emphasis in Asia lies on cost-optimised mass-
market applications such as air-conditioning
systems. The know-how thus gained will be of
decisive importance in the development of in-
dustrial drives and automotive electronics.

This merger has reinforced our presence and
heightened our profile as an effective partner
worldwide.
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                      At the Tokyo exhibition, NANALEM
represented its comprehensive product

                      range to the international public
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58.9 %

A continuous improvement in efficiency and
reliability: it is upon this fundamental criterion
that our customers’ continued survival depends,
both in today’s market and in tomorrow’s. In the
field of high-performance electronics, effi-
ciency demands the ability to precisely measure
currents and voltages. This is an essential pre-
requisite for the precise and economic control
of such widely differing products as electric
vehicles, lifts, ski-lifts, production control sys-
tems, conveyor belts, robots or electric railways.

Transducers form the connecting link between
measurement and automation.
Packed full of modern technology, these devices
can measure currents ranging up to thousands
of amps without breaking the circuit. They are
ideal for both stationary and mobile applica-
tions which demand high resistance to tempera-
ture, shock and vibration.
These products have been
developed for extreme
environments, and
combine high safety
requirements with maxi-
mum service life. Decades
of experience today enable
us to offer a 5 year warranty on
our transducers.

The motor car remains the supreme chal-
lenge. The future of automotive innovation
will be characterised by the increasing ap-
plication of electronics. Many traditionally
hydraulic or mechanical functions are set
to be replaced either in whole or in part by
electrical systems in order to make vehicles
more environmentally friendly and energy-
efficient.

In turn the increasing demand for electrical
energy and the use of new technologies
such as Electronic Power Steering (EPS),
electrically operated “brake by wire” sys-
tems, “camless” electromechanical valve
gear, etc., will necessitate a power output of
up to 8 kW, which will be provided by new
combined starter/generator.

For all these applications, LEM offers
newly developed solutions able to pre-
cisely measure currents over a wide tem-
perature range. New refinements in ASIC
technology have enabled us to achieve
some remarkable performance data with
our HCS automotive transducers.

From a mechanical perspective, in order to
achieve the desired compactness, flexibil-
ity and cost, we have developed the trans-
ducer around the primary current bar,
thereby optimising the dimensions of the
sensor. The type HCSF 200-P 200 amp
transducer measures just 18 mm x 16 mm x
7 mm. It requires only a fifth of the space
taken up by comparable industrial trans-
ducers.

Business Area Components
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28.3 %

The electrical systems featured in industrial
manufacturing plants and modern administra-
tion buildings nowadays demand comprehen-
sive and consistent automation concepts with
mutually harmonised measuring systems.

LEM Instruments offers products and services
designed to optimise electrical networks, as well
as to carry out sophisticated measurement tasks
in the fields of service, installation and mainte-
nance.
Our safety systems testing equipment is de-
signed to check the safety both of domestic and
industrial electrical devices and of electrical
plant and systems.
The variety of active-power measuring equip-
ment is second to none. Hand-held and bench-
mounted equipment with modern displays can
illustrate both individual measurement values as
well as curves and bar charts.

Business Area Instruments

Deregulation has brought about major changes
in the energy markets. New opportunities are
now arising for users to define the electrical
energy packages they require. The objective at
all times being to reduce production delays due
to power supply problems to a minimum and at
the same time purchase power as economically
as possible. At the same time, customers are also
concerned to optimise maintenance and invest-
ment costs for their own electrical distribution
systems. At every interface between supplier
and consumer, there is a need to reliably ascer-
tain the quantity and quality of the energy sup-
plied. It is here that measurement technology
has an increasingly important role to play in the
liberalised market for electricity.

Take Electrabel for example
This Belgian company supplies almost
4 million customers and has a production
capacity of 15,000 MW. In response to the
deregulation process, Electrabel is investing
in customer-oriented solutions in order to
maintain its leading position in the Belgian
market. One of the company’s primary objec-
tives was and is to offer its top 150 customers
partnership contracts which include a com-
mitment to provide electrical energy accord-
ing to precisely defined quality criteria.

The QWave decentralised energy manage-
ment system from LEM Instruments forms an
integral part of such contracts: this is a tool
which enables the agreed criteria to be trans-
parently monitored. The ultimate aim is to
reach agreement on a technical solution, in
order to prevent a recurrence of the problem.

So far 60 QWave systems with their associ-
ated QIS read only software have been de-
ployed as part of this project, in the face of
fierce competition. In order to monitor volt-
age quality in the distribution network,
Electrabel is planning a further large-scale
project involving  2 QWaves at each of
400 substations. To date 100 QWave systems
have already been deployed.
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Optimising electrical consumers and networks is
one of the main points, on which LEM Instruments

focuses today. In order to enable troublefree work in
industry, medicine and office communication

With the Power Analyzer, all measuring
examinations can be carried out.
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6.8 %

6 %

Back in 1982, LEM developed the first non-
contact current probe for measuring direct and
alternating currents. Standard and customer-
specific probes are available for contactless
current measurements ranging from 5 mA to
2000 A. Users benefit from the simplicity of
operation and the high level of measurement
accuracy. Current probes have current or volt-
age output which is compatible with a broad
range of measuring equipment including
multimeters, oscilloscopes, data loggers and
active-power meters. As a result of its many
years of experience in the automotive industry,
LEM is in a position to offer standard or tailor-
made solutions both for diagnostic systems in
automotive servicing and for quality inspection
in automotive manufacturing.

Business Unit Probes

50 MHz Current Probe PR 50

The latest development for the high-
frequency current measuring segment
is the handy and robust PR 50 current
probe.
This probe has been specially
developed for connection to all
commonly used oscilloscopes. It offers
high-precision measurement of direct
and alternating currents up to 50 A at
frequencies of up to 50 MHz.

The electrochemical industry consumes signifi-
cant amounts of electricity in the manufacture
of such materials as aluminium or chlorine.
The producers are constantly working to
optimise the efficiency of their manufacturing
processes.

Using high current systems from LEM, the en-
tire process can be monitored by computer and
controlled in the interests of optimum economic
efficiency. Because we cover the entire process
of converting electrical energy. Auxiliary func-
tions such as the maintenance and calibration of
existing plants can also be handled by LEM.
The development of the modular LKAT system
represents a low-cost solution for a large
number of applications and will effectively
stimulate the market.

Business Unit High Current Systems
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Using the flexible AC current probe LEM-flex,
it is possible to carry out electrically isolated
alternating current measurements at
hard-to-reach conductors up to and
including the kiloampere range.

 The control of high currents for
electrolysis in the chemical and

metallurgical industries is carried out
by high current measuring systems

(photo below).
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Comments on the financial results

The years mentioned cover the financial year of 15
months from the 1st January 1999 to the 31st March 2000
and that of 12 months from the 1st January 1998 to the
31st December 1998. The financial year of 15 months is
explained by the change of closing date for the Group. To
allow comparison of the figures, the results of the 15-
month financial year have been annualised.

Consolidated results for the 1999/00 FY

Consolidated sales

The consolidated sales for the 1999/00 FY increased by
2.9% in Swiss francs and in local currencies to
MCHF129.6.

We decided to align the financial years of LEM Holding
and the LEM Group, which in future will be from the 1st

April to the 31st March of the following year. This offers
several internal advantages without introducing external
disadvantages:

• The financial statements will be available at the same
time,

• The instruments domain has a strong seasonal effect on
the sales of the last quarter of the calendar year (see the
graph above),

• The planning of the following FY was effected until
now at the end of the third quarter and the beginning of
the fourth quarter, in fact during the period of impor-
tant fairs and international exhibitions in the autumn.
This reduced the number of sales engineers and manag-
ers able to get out to meet clients during this crucial
period.

Industrial earnings before interests and taxes (EBIT)

Industrial earnings before interests and taxes decreased
by 15.8% and amounted to MCHF 6.2 on an annualised
basis. This was with almost unchanged sales. The return
on sales amounts to 4.8% compared to 5.8% in 1998.

These results, which are lower than our objectives, arose
from the following factors:

• Slight decrease in the gross margin of LEM Components

• A part of the costs of restructuring of LEM Instruments
of MCHF 1 charged to the 2nd quarter of 1999.

• Amortisation of the goodwill that increased following
the acquisitions of Mühlegger and ACTLEM.

• Decrease in sales of LEM High Current Systems lead-
ing to a reduction in the gross margin.

(MCHF)  1998A  1999/00A  Variation

LEM Components 71.4 76.4 7.0%

LEM Probes 7.5 8.8 17.3%

LEM Instruments 38.6 36.7 -4.9%

LEM High Current
Systems 8.0 6.3 -21.3%

Test Systems 0.5 1.4 180.0%

Total 126.0 129.6 2.9%

Last year, LEM experienced slower growth than previous
years. This is mainly due to the economic situation illus-
trated e.g. by the weak level of orders in the European
machine tool industry. Demand picked up again from
October 1999, a tendency that has continued and
strengthened during 2000.

For LEM Components, the recovery is mainly evident in
the industrial segment, especially in Europe and Japan.

The apparent decline in LEM Instruments hides a notable
growth in the ”POWER” segment, a domain of high added
value where we have decided to concentrate our instru-
mentation activity.

LEM Probes has been managed as a separate business
unit since the beginning of 1999. The aim being to allow
full development of the very promising potential of the
business unit’s very strong niche position. This business
unit is the one that experienced the highest growth in
1999/00.

The geographic spread of sales has not changed very
much. There is a strengthening in the Asian region. This
comes mainly from major sales of instruments in China
obtained by our own company in Beijing, which, since
our purchase of the minority interests in 1998, has been
organised to take advantage of opportunities for growth.
NANALEM has had no effect on this growth, as this com-
pany will only be consolidated from the 1 April 2000.

(MCHF)  1998A  1999/00A  Variation

Europe 82.70 81.36 -1.6%

North America 32.60 33.52 2.8%

Asia 7.00 11.04 57.1%

Rest of the world 3.70 3.68 -%

Total 126.00 129.60 2.9%

 LEM Instruments - Sales

Quarter
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Comments on the financial results

Concerning « other income », two amounts deserve
special comment:

• The gain on the sale of a piece of land in Vienna of
kCHF 603, recorded in the 4th quarter of 1999. This
land belonged to NGI in 1995 when it was acquired by
LEM.

• The profit on the sale of the recorder activity of
kCHF 136, recorded in the first quarter of 2000. On the
1st January 2000, LEM Norma GmbH sold the whole of
its inventory and its tangible assets in the domain of
recorders to Kipp & Zonen B.V. of Delft in the Nether-
lands. The agreement also covered the unavoidable
costs of restructuring in LEM. On that occasion, LEM
concluded a 10-year licensing agreement with Kipp &
Zonen. This sale reduced the annual sales potential of
the Instruments Division by MCHF5 million.

On analysing the sales and EBIT per quarter, one notes a
positive trend in the results since the 3rd quarter of 1999
as shown in the table below:

The sales expenses increased by 3.6% in Swiss francs and
0.6% in local currencies. They remain at 19.1% (19.0% in
1998). Administration expenses increased by 1.6% in
Swiss francs and 0.8% in local currencies. They have
been reduced to 15.3% of sales compared with 15.5% in
1998. The relative increase in personnel expenses reflects
the fact that the restructuring of LEM Instruments will
only bear fruit in the year 00/01.

R&D expenses increased by 4.6% in Swiss francs and
3.5% in local currencies. Taking all divisions together,
they represent 6.5% of sales (6.4% in 1998). R&D’s
strong points are the new technologies of LEM Compo-
nents and the instrument systems, especially in ACTLEM,
acquired the 1st April 1999. In the USA and Japan, the
increase represents a strengthening of our local engineer-
ing capacity.

Net financial expenses
The net financial expenses amount to MCHF 2.4 on an
annualised basis for 1999/00, a reduction of MCHF 0.9
compared to 1998. Interest charges reduced slightly by
transfer of a part of the debt to Swiss francs. The remain-
der of the reduction is explained by the foreign exchange
gain, which replaces the slight foreign exchange loss in
1998. The results of buying and selling of our own shares
does not influence the consolidated results as, in accord-
ance with IAS (SIC 16), these amounts are directly
recorded in the equity.

Net real-estate income
The net real-estate income amounts to kCHF 406 for
1999/00 on an annualised basis compared with MCHF 1.5
for 1998. For 1999/00, this position corresponds to the
proportional consolidation at the rate of 58% compared to
72.5% in 1998. The decrease is not explained solely by
the change in the holding rate but is also due to a contrac-
tual reduction in the rent of a tenant. The centre is com-
pletely let and its rental income for the 12 months of 1999
amounts to MCHF 8.0 with a net profit of MCHF 1.8.

Industrial EBIT

Expenses in % of sales

Sales expense in %
of sales

Administration expense
of sales

R&D expense
in % of sales

Personnel expense
in % of sales

%

1QTR 2QTR 3QTR 4QTR 5QTR TOTAL

Sales

LEM Components 17.4 17.8 17.9 19.4 22.9 95.4

LEM Probes 2.3 2.4 2.0 2.0 2.3 11.0

LEM Instruments 8.2 8.0 8.2 13.6 7.9 45.9

LEM High Current
Systems 1.7 1.0 1.0 2.2 2.0 7.9

Test Systems 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.6 1.7

TOTAL 29.7 29.7 29.2 37.6 35.7 161.9

Annualised 129.6

EBIT

TOTAL 0.2 0.3 1.0 4.2 2.0 7.7

Annualised 6.2
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Comments on the financial results

Taxes
Taxes amount to MCHF 1 for 1999/00 on an annualised
basis compared to MCHF 1.8 in 1998. For the 12 months
of 1999, the taxes only amounted to kCHF 663. The in-
crease in taxes of the first quarter of 2000 reflects the
profits of the companies of LEM Components.

Net earnings
The annualised net earnings for 1999/00 amounts to
MCHF 3.2 compared to MCHF 3.7 for 1998.

Balance sheet structure and cash flow
Key figures:

Comments on the evolution of certain positions of the
balance sheet:

• ”Other current assets” decreased by MCHF 5. At the
end of 1998, the withholding taxes were included to be
received on the inter-company dividends for an amount
of MCHF 4, now reimbursed to LEM.

• The total assets decreased following the change in the
holding rate of CTN SA from 72.5% to 58%.

(kCHF) 31.12.98 31.03.00

Balance sheet total 184.321 170.730

Equity 78.170 78.415

Net debt - total 75.490 57.239

Net debt - industry 26.857 18.223

Net debt - real estate 48.633 39.016

Profitability ratios

ROE

ROCE total

ROCE industrial

ROCE real-estate

• The working capital was reduced which had a positive
impact on the generation of operating cash flow.

• The investments in tangible fixed assets amount to
MCHF 9.6 for 15 months or to MCHF 7.7 on an
annualised basis compared to MCHF 6.0 in 1998.

• The introduction of a new automated production line in
Geneva corresponds to MCHF 3.2.

Outlook
For this year, LEM expects an improvement in its per-
formance with confidence. In fact:

• Order entries are increasing strongly, the order book is
well filled. This growth, especially in LEM Compo-
nents, should continue the whole year.

• The restructuring of LEM Instruments effected last
year should bear fruit with a reduction in the cost base
of MCHF 3.

• Following the integration of NANALEM, we began a
programme of concentration and reduction in the
number of production centres aiming to improve the
gross margins.

• The strategic focusing on the high added value POWER
segment decided last year should bring an improve-
ment in the gross margin of LEM Instruments.

• The current adapting of the structures of the High Cur-
rent Systems division emphasises the increase in value
creation.

• For some months now, we have worked closely with
real estate experts to prepare the sale of the real estate
participation in CTN SA.

For the current financial year, LEM believes that our ef-
forts and the circumstances will continue to have a posi-
tive impact on sales and profits.  To this should be added
the expansion via NANALEM, which will be fully con-
solidated.

Capital employed by activity

Industrial

Real-estate

Net debt to equity
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Shareholding

At the General Annual Meeting in June 1999 the bearer
shares were exchanged into registered shares. On 31
March 2000, the following shareholders were registered
with voting rights.

Number In % Shares Number In %
of shareholders by shareholders of shares

479 70.9% 0-100 24’351 8.1%
152 22.5% 101-500 35’611 11.9%
20 2.9% 501-1’000 16’282 5.4%
21 3.1% 1’001-5’000 49’652 16.6%
2 0.3% 5’001-10’000 14’535 4.8%
2 0.3% 10’001-30’000 35’800 11.9%

676 100.0% Total shareholders
with 176’231 58.7%

On a total with 300’000 100.0%

According to article 6 in the articles of association, one
single shareholder may unite 10% of the voting rights.
The Board of Directors may make exceptions.
On 31 March 2000, LEM Holding SA owned 27’790
shares or 9.26%. No other registered shareholder held
more than 5% of the share capital.

Opting out : The company does not make use of the possi-
bility admitted in the Swiss securities exchange law, to
exempt a potential acquirer from the obligation to make a
public offer.

Share price evolution of the LEM Holding SA, CHF 100 nominal value, registered share and for comparison the
Vontobel Small Cap Index
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Key Financial Figures over 5 Years in kCHF

Results of Consolidated Operations 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999/00

Sales

Earnings before interests and taxes - total

Earnings before interests and taxes - industrial

Earnings before interests and taxes - real-estate

Consolidated net earnings

Cash flow (Net earnings + depreciation + amortization)

Cash flow in % of sales

Consolidated Financial Position 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999/00

Buildings and land

Machinery and equipment

Total assets

Net debt - total

Net debt - industrial

Net debt - real-estate

Shareholders’ equity

Capital employed - total

Capital employed - industrial

Capital employed - real-estate

Per Share 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999/00

Number of shares on the Stock Exchange (pieces)

Earnings per share (CHF)

Dividends (CHF)

Pay-out ratio (%)

82'526 96'461 112'749 125'973 129'564

14'491 8'497 12'683 10'791 8'105

7'858 1'802 6'442 7'343 6'184

6'633 6'695 6'241 3'448 1'921

6'322 2'198 4'521 3'658 3'185

11'139 8'256 11'349 9'923 10'233

13.5 8.6 10.1 7.9 7.9

114'000 114'780 87'489 85'195 66'488

10'929 11'789 12'729 14'342 18'352

186'836 194'691 172'142 184'321 170'730

84'808 92'607 69'042 75'490 57'239

26'808 34'607 16'697 26'857 18'223

58'000 58'000 52'346 48'633 39'016

78'469 73'798 78'626 78'170 78'415

158'845 162'781 143'453 149'686 133'270

67'728 72'181 73'070 83'214 81'226

91'117 90'600 70'383 66'472 52'044

300'000 300'000 300'000 300'000 300'000

21.07 7.33 15.07 12.19 10.62

14 8 9 9 9

66.4 109.2 59.7 73.8 84.8
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Key Financial Figures over 5 Years in kCHF

Share Price 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999/00

High (CHF)

Low (CHF)

Average (CHF)

P/E ratio

Consolidated Financial Ratios 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999/00

Net debt to equity

Return on sales - industrial (%)

Return on equity - total (%)

Return on capital employed - total (%)

Return on capital employed - industrial (%)

Return on capital employed - real-estate (%)

Number of employees, total

in Switzerland

abroad

Sales per employee (kCHF/employee)

Capital employed
The capital employed corresponds to the total non
financial assets minus non interest bearing liabilities. The
industrial capital employed includes the amount of
Mio.CHF 20 corresponding to the CTN building occupied
by LEM SA.

Net debt to equity
Shows the total interest bearing debt minus liquid assets
compared to equity.

ROS - return on sales
The return on sales is the ratio of industrial earnings
before interests and taxes to the sales.

ROE - return on equity
This is the consolidated LEM Group net earnings, divided
by the annual average equity.

ROCE - return on capital employed
Earnings before interests and taxes divided by the ave-
rage capital employed.

Number of employees
The annual number of full-time employees in
consolidated companies.

Financial year 1999/2000
Results of consolidated operations for the financial year
1999/2000 correspond to an annualisation of 15 months.

400 410 370 385 310

320 260 270 260 230

360 335 320 323 270

17 46 21 26 25

1.08 1.25 0.88 0.97 0.73

9.5 1.9 5.7 5.8 4.8

8.3 2.9 5.9 4.7 4.1

9.5 5.3 8.3 7.4 5.7

12.9 2.6 8.9 9.4 7.5

7.3 7.4 7.8 5.0 3.2

500 624 640 749 722

213 220 212 227 227

287 404 428 522 495

165 155 176 168 179
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Balance Sheet of LEM Holding SA on 31 March
(before distribution of earnings)

Assets Notes 1999 2000
CHF CHF

Current assets

Cash

Own shares 1

Group debtors

Sundry current assets

Sundry current assets of the group

Total current assets

Fixed assets

Group loans

Participations 2

Tangible fixed assets

Intangible fixed assets

Total fixed assets

Total assets

Liabilities & Equity Notes 1999 2000
CHF CHF

Current liabilities

Banks

Current liabilities

Group current liabilities 3

Taxes payable

Provisions 4

Total current liabilities

Equity

Share capital 5

General reserve 6

Reserve for own shares 1

Retained earnings

Net earnings of the period 7

Total equity

Total liabilities & equity

7'594'461 328'583

2'519'040 6'697'390

419'008 599'831

1'733'316 1'742'937

0 36'186

12'265'825 9'404'927

11'117'607 3'798'275

77'118'571 84'401'318

112'100 119'056

161'850 187'666

88'510'128 88'506'315

100'775'953 97'911'242

14'588'466 15'029'794

518'867 381'594

5'624'342 2'825'430

54'913 0

1'032'000 0

21'818'588 18'236'818

30'000'000 30'000'000

31'696'532 27'518'182

2'519'040 6'697'390

6'222'958 12'152'584

8'518'835 3'306'268

78'957'365 79'674'424

100'775'953 97'911'242
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Profit and loss account of LEM Holding SA

Income Notes 1998-1999 1999-2000
CHF CHF

Dividends 13'950'000 1'164'000
Interest on inter-company loans 399'180 482'167
Other financial income 799 3'414
Management fees 2'395'820 1'955'186
Sundry income 168'637 96'991
Sundry income group 23'795 49'334
Foreign exchange gains 0 486'781
Gain on sale of own shares 68'587 0
Gain on sale of participations 335'779 21'455
Reversal of provision for loss on loans 0 552'000
Reversal of provision for foreign exchange loss 0 480'000
Reversal of provision for loss on participations 0 2'500'000

 Total income 17'342'597 7'791'328

Expenses Notes 1998-1999 1999-2000
CHF CHF

Office and administration expenses 2'991'022 2'926'591

Financial expenses 1'094'680 676'787

Exchange losses 93'270 0

Allowance for loss on own shares 1 448'420 717'281

Loss on sale of own shares 0 145'163

Allowance for loss on investments 2 2'500'000 7'238

Write-off of additional paid-in capital on investment 2 1'632'000 0

Total expenses 8'759'392 4'473'060

Earnings before tax 8'583'205 3'318'268

Taxes (64'370) (12'000)

Net earnings 8'518'835 3'306'268

Principles for the establishment of the financial
statements
The financial statements are established on the basis of
the principle of continuity of operation, of the principle
of the relative importance and the principle of
delimitation in time.

They also take into account the principles of integrality,
of clarity, of prudence, of presentation consistency, in the
information provided and in the evaluation and of the
non-compensation.

Bases and methods of evaluation
The current assets and the inter-company loans are
valued at their actual value.

The balance sheet items with the exception of the
investments in affiliated companies, are valued at the
exchange rates of the 31 March 2000. The exchange
earnings and losses are recorded in the profit and loss
account.
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Notes to the financial statements on 31 March

On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
CHF CHF

The company has 27’790 own shares on 31 March 2000,
(9’840 on 31 March 1999) for an amount of 2'519'040 6'697'390
The book value corresponds to the share price on 31 March 2000 (CHF 241/share).
The reserve for own shares has been constituted for the same value.
An allowance for loss on own shares has been constituted on 31 March 2000.

2) Participations On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
CHF CHF

The provision for loss on investments of CHF 2’500’000, constitued on
31 March 1999, has been reversed, since the results of the subsidiaries dont
not justify this provision anymore.

At historical cost 79'618'571 84'401'318
Allowance for loss on participations (2'500'000) 0

Net value 77'118'571 84'401'318

On 31 March 2000 the investment in CTN SA amounts to MCHF 29
(MCHF 31.25 on 31 March 1999).

3) Group current liabilities On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
CHF CHF

Loan to LEM SA 5'507'257 1'863'274
Group accruals and creditors 117'085 962'156

Total 5'624'342 2'825'430

4) Provisions On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
CHF CHF

Provision for losses on loans 552'000 0
Provision for exchange risks 480'000 0

Total 1'032'000 0

The loans in foreign currencies have been strongly reduced. Since the provisions
are no longer justified they have been reversed.

5) Important shareholders according to art. 663c of the Swiss company law
With the exception of LEM Holding SA no other registered shareholder possesses more than 5%.

On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
6) General reserve CHF CHF

Of which additional capital paid in 33'623'493 33'623'493

On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
7) Disposable earnings CHF CHF

Retained earnings on 1st April 6'222'958 12'152'584
Earnings of the period 8'518'835 3'306'268

Disposable earnings 14'741'793 15'458'852

1) Own shares
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On 31.3.99 On 31.3.00
CHF CHF

Deposits and guarantees
in favour of third parties
on behalf of affiliated
companies 35'819'076 13'231'624

Notes to the financial statements on 31 March

8) Obligations according
to art. 663b of the
Swiss company law

Dispositions regarding the dividend payment
Subject to the approval by the Shareholders’ General
Annual Meeting of the accounts and the proposed
disposition of earnings, the dividend will be paid as
follows:

 Dividend CHF
 Gross dividend 9,—
 less 35% anticipated federal withholding tax 3,15
 Net dividend 5,85

The payment will be executed on 21 September 2000 to
the adress indicated by the shareholders.

Report of the statutory auditors to the General Meeting
of LEM Holding SA
As statutory auditors, we have audited the accounting
records and the financial statements (balance sheet,
income statement and notes, on pages 24 to 27) of LEM
Holding SA for the year ended on 31 March 2000.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the
board of directors. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We confirm that we meet the legal requirements
concerning professional qualification and independence.
Our audit was conducted in accordance with auditing
standards recognised by the profession, which require
that an audit be planned and performed to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free from material misstatement. We have
examined on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. We have also
assessed the accounting principles used, significant
estimates made and the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the accounting records, the financial
statements and the proposed appropriation of available
earnings comply with the law and the company's article of
incorporation.

We recommend that the financial statements submitted to
you be approved.

Geneva, 16 June 2000

R. ALBER  &  H. ROLLE
Experts-comptables Associés SA

R. Alber H. Rolle
Certified Public Accountant

(Auditor in Charge)
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Consolidated Balance Sheet of the LEM Group

Assets Notes 31.12.98 31.12.99 31.03.00
CHF CHF CHF

Cash

Securities

Trade debtors 1

Loans 2

Other current assets 3

Inventories 4

Current assets

Participations 5

Long-term receivables 6

Land and buildings 7

Machinery and equipment 7

Intangible assets 8

Fixed assets

Total assets

Liabilities and equity Notes 31.12.98 31.12.99 31.03.00
CHF CHF CHF

Trade creditors 9

Other current liabilities 10

Provisions 11

Short-term borrowings

Current liabilities

Long-term borrowings 12

Other long-term payables 13

Long-term liabilities

Minority interests in subsidiaries 14

Share capital 15

Reserves 16

Net earnings of the period 16

Equity

Total liabilities and equity

10'750'518 5'080'613 10'613'048

35'335 8'150 8'071

23'018'979 26'769'946 27'645'038

1'978'943 985'938 2'473'288

11'747'798 13'541'411 6'786'074

27'230'897 28'228'544 27'564'005

74'762'470 74'614'602 75'089'524

797'827 1'282'230 1'287'905

1'252'105 1'166'633 1'130'794

85'194'995 67'498'950 66'487'692

14'342'271 17'096'067 18'352'119

7'971'212 8'896'983 8'382'285

109'558'410 95'940'863 95'640'795

184'320'880 170'555'465 170'730'319

5'628'713 5'732'305 8'188'098

11'279'620 11'973'539 13'069'580

2'911'426 3'249'748 3'163'268

31'530'137 29'556'094 24'349'316

51'349'896 50'511'686 48'770'262

53'950'862 42'768'488 42'314'345

794'862 674'845 1'196'657

54'745'724 43'443'333 43'511'002

54'847 11'435 34'046

30'000'000 30'000'000 30'000'000

44'512'386 43'479'888 44'434'192

3'658'027 3'109'123 3'980'817

78'170'413 76'589'011 78'415'009

184'320'880 170'555'465 170'730'319
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Consolidated Profit and Loss Account

Notes 31.12.98 31.12.99 1999/2000
(12 months) (12 months) (15 months)

CHF CHF CHF

Sales 17

Cost of goods sold 18

Gross margin

Sales expense 19

Administration expense 20

Research & development expense 21

Goodwill amortisation 22

Other expense 23

Other income 24

Earnings before interests and taxes

Financial expense (net) 25

Earnings before real-estate income

Net real-estate earnings 26

Earnings before tax

Income tax 27

Earnings after tax

Minority interests 28

Net earnings

125'972'950 126'243'825 161'954'858

(67'554'981) (68'491'709) (88'438'536)

58'417'969 57'752'116 73'516'322

(23'884'173) (24'649'395) (30'934'844)

(19'487'796) (19'170'512) (24'749'730)

(8'108'281) (8'412'491) (10'597'615)

(791'607) (1'127'752) (1'418'829)

(64'868) (28'456) (164'709)

1'261'476 1'335'243 2'079'961

7'342'720 5'698'753 7'730'556

(3'354'022) (2'504'430) (3'035'564)

3'988'698 3'194'323 4'694'992

1'532'918 493'923 506'855

5'521'616 3'688'246 5'201'847

(1'837'067) (663'517) (1'289'682)

3'684'549 3'024'729 3'912'165

(26'522) 84'394 68'652

3'658'027 3'109'123 3'980'817
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Notes 31.12.98 31.12.99 1999/2000
(12 month) (12 month) (15 month)

CHF CHF CHF

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net earnings 3'658'027 3'109'123 3'980'817

Reconciliation of net earnings to cash flows from operating activities:
Minorities' interests in net earnings of subsidiaries 26'522 (84'394) (68'652)
Depreciation and amortisation 6'265'109 6'504'338 8'810'448
Constitution of provisions for expenses and losses on doubtful accounts 2'015'423 1'574'299 2'281'822
Dissolution of provisions for expenses and losses on receivables (1'206'297) (158'283) (789'880)
Share in results of companies integrated with the equity method (2'795) 39'398 41'350
DTI grant released (381'836) - -

Cash Flows 10'374'153 10'984'481 14'255'905

Conversion difference on cash flows (22'075) 107'564 145'159

Change in inventory (2'791'759) 559'487 1'305'085
Change in receivables (5'817'499) (246'882) 3'761'893
Change in payables (73'142) (3'710'063) 1'914'346
Changes in the working capital: (8'682'400) (3'397'458) 6'981'324

  Cash flows from operating activities 1'669'678 7'694'587 21'382'388

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Capital expenditure in intangible fixed assets (635'514) (1'846'094) (2'012'703)
Capital  expenditure in tangible fixed assets (5'963'506) (6'352'269) (9'591'140)
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets 30 382'286 2'905'300 4'029'746
Investment in long-term receivables 31 (1'135'514) (219'380) (1'782'544)
Proceeds from the sale of investments 32 1'603'520 7'165'839 7'412'112
Acquisition of companies 33 (1'695'514) (1'376'034) (1'378'366)

Cash flows from investing activities (7'444'242) 277'362 (3'322'895)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Variation in own shares (26'202) (5'821'576) (5'758'884)
Other changes in equity (35'762) 6'888 284'108
Dividends paid (2'592'640) (2'242'856) (2'228'856)
Proceeds from long-term debt 14'204'508 (2'831'856) (7'735'066)
Repayment of debt (902'306) (2'618'485) (2'636'943)

Cash flows from financing activities 10'647'598 (13'507'885) (18'075'641)

Change in cash and cash equivalents 4'873'034 (5'535'936) (16'148)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 5'972'360 10'785'853 10'785'853
Change in scope of consolidation of CTN from 72,5% to 58% (16'423) (497'590) (507'336)
Conversion differences on cash and cash equivalents (43'118) 336'436 358'750
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 10'785'853 5'088'763 10'621'119

Change in cash and cash equivalents 4'873'034 (5'535'936) (16'148)
Reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents with the balance sheet:
Banks 10'750'518 5'080'613 10'613'048
Marketable securities 35'335 8'150 8'071

Equals cash and cash equivalents 10'785'853 5'088'763 10'621'119

Consolidated cash flow statement
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Accounting Policies

The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of
the consolidated financial statements are set out below:

Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group are prepared
in accordance with IAS with the exception of the presentation of
earnings by segment and under the historical cost convention.
The company is domiciled in Switzerland. The amounts in these
financial statements are presented in Swiss francs (CHF).

Change of financial year
The LEM group has changed its closing date from 31 December
to 31 March. The financial year 1999/2000 extends itself on 15
months, from 1 January 1999 to 31 March 2000.

Change in the scope of consolidation
- CTN SA is consolidated with proportionate consolidation at

the rate of 58% compared to 72.5% in the previous financial
year.

- ACTLEM SA entered into the scope of consolidation on
1 April 1999 and is fully consolidated at the rate of 55%.

Consolidation
Subsidiary undertakings, being those companies in which the
Group, directly or indirectly, has an interest of more than half of
the voting rights and is able to exercise control over the
operations, have been fully consolidated. Separate disclosure is
made of minority interests. For CTN SA, in which the control is
jointly exercised, the method of proportionate consolidation is
applied. Exceptions to this principle are companies in which the
Group’s investment is limited in the time and where restrictions to
remit earnings exist.

Associated undertakings
Investments in associated undertakings are accounted for using
the equity method. These are undertakings over which the Group
exercises significant influence, but which it does not control.

Joint ventures
The Group’s interests in jointly controlled entities are accounted
for by proportionate consolidation.

Foreign currencies
Profit and Loss Accounts of foreign entities are translated into
Swiss francs at average exchange rates and the balance sheets are
translated at the year-end exchange rates ruling on 31 March.
Translation differences are taken to shareholders’ equity.

Foreign currency transactions in Group companies are accounted
for at the exchange rates prevailing at the date of transaction:
gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions
and from the translation of  monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies, are recognised in the profit
and loss account. Such balances are translated at year-end
exchange rates unless hedged by forward foreign exchange
contracts, in which case the rates specified in such forward
contracts are used.

Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition over
the fair value of the Group’s share of the net assets of the
acquired subsidiary/associated undertaking at the date of acquisi-
tion. Goodwill on acquisitions is reported in the balance sheet as
an intangible asset and is amortised using the straight-line
method. Goodwill arising on major strategic acquisitions of the

Group to expand its product or geographical market coverage is
amortised over a maximum period of ten years. For all other
acquisitions goodwill is amortised over a shorter period not
exceeding five years.

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less
depreciation. Depreciation is calculated on the straight-line
method to write off the cost of each asset over its estimated
useful life as follows:

Land none Plant and equipment 4-10 years
Buildings 20-50 years Vehicles 4-5   years

Repairs and renewals are charged to the profit and loss account
when the expense is incurred.

Investment grants
Investment grants related to the purchase of property, plant and
equipment are included in liabilities and are credited to the profit
and loss account on a straight-line basis over the expected lives
of the related assets.

Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or net realisable value.
Cost is determined by the first-in, first out (FIFO) method. The
cost of finished goods and work in process comprises raw
materials, other direct costs and related production overheads,
but excludes interest expense.

Sales
Sales represent the amounts receivable for goods sold and servi-
ces provided after deducting volume discounts and sales taxes,
and after eliminating sales within the Group. Rental income of
the real-estate activity is not included in sales but in rental
income.

Research and development
Research costs are written off as incurred. Development costs are
written off as incurred, except for major projects where it is
reasonably anticipated that the costs will be recovered through
future commercial activities. Such development costs are
capitalised and written off over the life of the product or process,
subject to a maximum of five years.

Income taxes
Taxes on income are recorded in the same period as the revenu
and expenses related to them. Differed taxes are calculated using
the liability method for temporary differences between
accounting and fiscal values of assets and liabilities in the ba-
lance sheet.

Retirement benefits and termination benefits
(a) Retirement benefits
The expense for the legal pension system is included in the pay-
roll taxes in accordance with local legislations. In certain coun-
tries the employees benefit from a complementary retirement
system according to the system of defined contributions. The
corresponding expense is recorded in the profit & loss account.
(a) Termination benefits
These obligations are covered by a provision in the balance sheet
according to the legal requirements of certain countries.

Own shares
The IAS directive SIC 16 is applied. The own shares including
the result on transactions are presented in the equity.
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31.12.98 31.03.00
CHF CHF

1. Trade debtors

Trade debtors, third parties

Trade debtors, affiliated non-consolidated companies

Allowance for bad debt

Total

2. Loans

Assembly Services Inc USD 500'000

Allowance for loss on loan to Assembly Services Inc.

LEMSYS SA

Engelhard & Cie.

Allowance for loss on Engelhard & Cie.

Kipp & Zonen BV

Miscellaneous CTN SA

Total

3. Other current assets

Advances to suppliers

Prepayments and accrued income

Other current assets

Real-estate debtors

Allowance for bad debt on real-estate debtors

Differed tax asset

Total

4. Inventories

Raw material

Work in process

Finished goods and goods for resale

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

23'664'714 28'142'680

40'027 211'186

(685'762) (708'828)

23'018'979 27'645'038

670'000 827'500

(335'000) (827'500)

900'000 675'000

2'411'697 2'711'000

(1'711'697) (2'448'000)

- 1'507'188

43'943 28'100

1'978'943 2'473'288

1'700'285 453'908

2'034'440 2'295'121

7'643'584 3'707'165

423'460 379'545

(150'438) (144'865)

96'467 95'200

11'747'798 6'786'074

11'980'874 11'785'194

5'379'529 5'072'673

9'870'494 10'706'138

Total 27'230'897 27'564'005
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31.12.98 31.03.00
CHF CHF

5. Participations

Qualimatest SA (equity method at the rate of 21,67%)

Miscellaneous CTN SA at historical cost and % of control
below 20%

Total

6. Long-term receivables

Marketable securities

Miscellaneous

Total

Marketable securities of an amount of Mio ATS 10 have been pledged as guarantee
for a loan to LEM NORMA GmbH.

7. Property, plant and equipment

At cost in kCHF 31.12.98 Translation Change in In- De- 31.03.00 Net
difference the scope crease crease value

of conso- 31.03.00
lidation

Land and building

Machinery and equipment

Total at cost

Cumulated depreciation

Land and building

Machinery and equipment

Total cumulated depreciation

The real-estate of CTN SA has a book value of MCHF 63.7 on 31.03.2000 (MCHF 80.1 on 31.12.98). The land is on
a long-term lease.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

177'953 136'605

619'874 1'151'300

797'827 1'287'905

1'225'785 1'070'680

26'320 60'114

1'252'105 1'130'794

86'318 558 (16'105) - (2'864) 67'907

51'634 2'723 (86) 9'591 (4'481) 59'381

137'952 3'281 (16'191) 9'591 (7'345) 127'288

1'123 47 (159) 517 (108) 1'420 66'487

37'292 1'516 (30) 5'829 (3'578) 41'029 18'352

38'415 1'563 (189) 6'346 (3'686) 42'449 84'839
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8. Intangible assets

At cost in kCHF 31.12.98 Translation Change in Other In- De- 31.03.00 Net value
difference the scope variations crease crease 31.03.00

of conso-
lidation

Deferred R&D

Goodwill

Other intangible assets

Total at cost

Cumulated amortisation

Deferred R&D

Goodwill

Other intangible assets

Total cumulated amortisation

31.12.98 31.03.00
CHF CHF

9. Trade creditors

Trade creditors, third parties

Trade creditors, affiliated non-consolidated companies

Trade creditors, real-estate

Total

10.Other current liabilities

Advances from customers

Income taxes payable

Accruals and deferred income

Other payables

Total

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

2'754 114 75 740 (915) 2'768

9'989 644 - 1'656 - 12'289

3'607 82 (319) 584 (452) 3'502

16'350 840 (244) 2'980 (1'367)     18'559

2'144 84 - 307 (764) 1'771 997

4'653 513 - 1'249 - 6'415 5'874

1'581 33 (118) 727 (232) 1'991 1'511

8'378 630 (118) 2'283 (996) 10'177 8'382

5'469'252 8'129'571

47'976 9'505

111'485 49'022

5'628'713 8'188'098

973'327 765'352

802'553 1'138'176

5'211'041 6'610'074

4'292'699 4'555'978

11'279'620 13'069'580
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

31.12.98 31.03.00
CHF CHF

11.Provisions

Deferred income taxes

Pensions

Termination benefits

Sundry provisions

Total

12.Long-term borrowings

Secured loans in EUR

CHF (Mortgage of CTN SA)

GBP

USD

Total

13.Other long-term payables

Miscellaneous long-term payables

Research promotion credit

Silent partner in LEM NORMA GmbH

Total

14.Minority interests

In 1998 the minority interest correspond to 49% in TVELEM.
On 31.03.00 to 49% in TVELEM and to 45% in ACTLEM SA.

15. Share capital

Authorised Liberated
31.12.98 31.03.00 31.12.98 31.03.00

Registered shares of CHF 100 each

460'931 312'000

301'339 329'923

1'897'661 2'006'022

251'495 515'323

2'911'426 3'163'268

1'756'750 1'513'745

50'034'333 39'730'000

1'020'779 1'070'600

1'139'000 -

53'950'862 42'314'345

6'307 5'801

- 528'032

788'555 662'824

794'862 1'196'657

54'847 34'046

300'000 300'000 300'000 300'000
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16. Variation in equity

Consolidated equity on 31.12.98
Dividend paid to shareholders of LEM Holding SA
72,5% of the dividend paid by CTN SA less dividend received from CTN SA
Attribution of 1999/2000 earnings
Translation difference on equity
Own shares variation
Change in scope of consolidation and % of control
Other variations

Consolidated equity on 31.03.00

The variation in own shares includes a loss of CHF 145'163 on the sales of the financial year 1999/2000.

Movement in own shares:
Number of shares on 31.12.98
Purchase in 1999/2000
Sales in 1999/2000
Number of shares on 31.03.00

17. Segment information

Sales breakdown by region in Mio.CHF 1998 - 12 months 1999/00 - 15 months

Europe

North America

Asia

Rest of the World

Total

Sales breakdown by business area in Mio.CHF 1998 - 12 months 1999/00 - 15 months

Business Area Components

Business Area Instruments

Business Unit Probes

Business Unit High Current Systems

Test Systems

Total

18. Cost of goods sold

The cost of goods sold comprises material, direct labor, as well as indirect production costs.

19. Sales expense

The sales expense comprises all expenses related to sales, marketing and customer service.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

        78'170'413
(2'522'856)

294'000
3'980'817
3'232'279

(5'758'884)
812'130
207'110

78'415'009

7'420
26'170
(5'800)
27'790

82.7 65.6% 101.7 62.8%

32.6 25.9 % 41.9 25.9%

7.0 5.6 % 13.8 8.5%

3.7 2.9 % 4.6 2.8%

126.0 100 % 162.0 100%

71.4 56.7 % 95.4 58.9%

38.6 30.6 % 45.9 28.3%

7.5 6.0 % 11.0 6.8%

8.0 6.3 % 7.9 4.9%

0.5 0.4 % 1.8 1.1%

126.0 100 % 162.0 100%
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20. Administration expense

The administration expense corresponds to costs for general management, accounting,
personnel administration, electronic data processing.

21. Research & development expense

The Research & development expense include all expenses for developing new products and
production processes.

22. Goodwill amortisation

1998 1999/00
12 months 15 months

CHF CHF

on LEM DynAmp Inc.

on LEM France Sàrl

on NGI acquisition

on acquisition of Beijing LEM minority interests

on acquisition of Dr. Werner Mühlegger F&E GmbH

on acquisition ACTLEM SA

Total

23. Other expenses

Miscellaneous

Total

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

24. Other Income

Commissions

Gain on sales fixed assets

Gain of sale of a piece of  land in Vienna

Gain on divestment of recorder business

Grant release of LEM HEME Ltd

Dissolution of provisions

Miscellaneous other income

Total

115'843 152'600

44'262 54'900

543'349 730'818

27'912 34'890

60'241 269'236

- 176'385

791'607 1'418'829

64'868 164'709

64'868 164'709

- 190'000

47'899 34'936

- 603'340

- 136'416

408'900 -

78'132 239'603

726'545 875'666

1'261'476 2'079'961
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1998 1999/00
12 months 15 months

CHF CHF

25. Net financial expense

Interest income

Recovery of a written-off note receivable

Allowance for loss on loans

Contractual debt relinquishment

Interest expense

Share of mortgage interests of LEM SA

Foreign exchange (losses) gains

Share in profits of Qualimatest SA according to the equity method

Total

The net financial expense relates only to the industrial activities. However, the interests on the CTN building occupied
by LEM SA are included as in previous years to better take into account the industrial/real-estate separation.

26. Net real-estate earnings of the CTN

Rental income

Other income

Total rental income

Real-estate expenses

Depreciation and provisions

Fee to Fongit

Financial expense

Net real-estate earnings before tax

The net real-estate earnings correspond to the proportionate consolidation of
CTN SA at 58% for 1999/2000 and to 72.5% for 1998.

27. Income taxes

Taxes on income
Deferred taxes

Total

Analysis of taxes:
Normal taxes on profitable companies
Reduced tax rates
Utilisation of tax losses carried forward
Deferred taxes

Total

MCHF MCHF
Tax losses carried forward

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

465'648 692'637

- 144'970

(798'686) (848'526)

- (112'500)

(2'544'213) (2'980'654)

(449'395) (444'350)

(30'171) 554'209

2'795 (41'350)

(3'354'022) (3'035'564)

5'676'826 4'635'195

279'124 254'542

5'955'950 4'889'737

(1'092'643) (1'095'036)

(819'106) (821'064)

(595'440) (572'446)

(1'915'843) (1'894'336)

1'532'918 506'855

1'527'020 1'455'278
310'047 (165'596)

1'837'067 1'289'682

3'108'284 3'873'020
(788'374) (586'134)
(792'890) (1'831'608)

310'047 (165'596)

1'837'067 1'289'682

33.7 33.5
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1998 1999/00
12 months 15 months

CHF CHF

28. Minority interests

45% of CTLEM SA loss
49% of TVELEM Ltd gain

Total

29. Staff cost

Salaries and wages

of which pension expense for complementary systems
with defined contributions

Number of employees at the end of the year

30. Proceeds from sale of fixed assets

Sale of a piece of land in Vienna
Sales of fixed assets in England including the old factory
Miscellaneous

Total

31. Investments in long-term receivables

Loan to LEMSYS SA following an MBO
Loan to Kipp & Zonen BV following the divestment of recorders
Miscellaneous

Total

32. Proceeds from the sale of investments

Sale of CTN SA shares at the nominal value
Miscellaneous

Total

33. Acquisition of companies

Investments by CTN SA
Purchase of minority interests in Beijing LEM
Purchase of Dr. Werner Mühlegger F&E GmbH
Purchase of 55% in ACTLEM SA
Miscellaneous

Total

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

- (89'190)
26'522 20'538

26'522 (68'652)

43'944'583 59'692'177

340'156 568'343

- 2'344'752
- 940'198

382'286 744'796

382'286 4'029'746

900'000 -
- 1'672'372

235'514 110'172

1'135'514 1'782'544

1'300'000 7'250'000
303'520 162'112

1'603'520 7'412'112

213'875 655'400
287'671 -

1'182'200 -
- 742'152

11'768 (19'186)

1'695'514 1'378'366

749 722
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Acquisition of 55% in ACTLEM SA :
Purchase consideration
Less : liquid assets in ACTLEM SA
Cash flow on acquisition net of cash acquired

Cash flow on acquisition net of cash acquired corresponds to :
Working capital
Tangible fixed assets
Goodwill
Less : long-term debt
Less : minority share of equity
Cash flow on acquisition net of cash acquired

Goodwill :
Purchase consideration
Less : 55% of the equity in ACTLEM SA
Goodwill

34. Contingent liabilities

31.12.98 31.03.00
CHF CHF

Total guaranties for credits of subsidiaries
Total guaranties to third parties

Total

35. Operating leasing liabilities

Total

Less than 1 year

36. Important events occuring after the balance sheet date

Joint-venture NANALEM KK

On the basis of a joint-venture agreement signed on 27 December 1999, the following transactions have taken
place:

- Nippon LEM KK, owned to 100% by LEM Holding SA, was merged into NANA Electronics KK. This contribution
gave an ownership of 25% in the merged company NANALEM KK to LEM Holding SA.

- LEM Holding SA bought directly and indirectly through a wholly owned subsidiary, Hokuto KK, 35% in
NANALEM KK.

- LEM thus controls 60% of NANALEM KK, which will be fully consolidated from 1 April 2000.

- A goodwil of MCHF 4.3 exists on the purchase of 35% of NANALEM KK, which will be amortised over 10 years

- LEM has an option to buy the remaining shares in NANALEM KK.

- Sales of NANA Electronics KK was MCHF 26.2 for the financial year of 12 months ending on 31 March 2000
with good profitability. Proforma sales of NANALEM KK was MCHF 33.4

- Mr. Toshio Ishida, founder of NANA Electronics KK is President of NANALEM KK. Pierre Savary and Marc
Laforêt from Nippon LEM KK are directors of NANALEM KK.

935'552
(193'400)

742'152

345'070
123'170
880'112

(560'840)
(45'360)
742'152

935'552
(55'440)
880'112

11'438'418 4'290'800
2'817'500 5'986'824

14'255'918 10'277'624

1'635'543 1'538'720

721'694 533'066
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37. Scope of consolidation
Full consolidation (of all companies owned to 100 % if no other indication)

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

Europe North America
ACTLEM SA Belgium (55%) LEM DynAmp Inc. USA
LEM Belgium Sprl-bvba Belgium LEM Holding USA Inc. USA
LEM Deutschland GmbH Germany LEM Instruments Inc. USA
LEM France Sàrl France LEM USA Inc. USA
LEM HEME Ltd Great Britain
LEM Holding SA Switzerland
LEM Instruments GmbH Austria Asia
LEM Italia Srl Italy Hokuto KK Japan
LEM Nederland BV Nederland Nippon LEM KK Japan
LEM NORMA GmbH Austria Beijing LEM Electronics Co Ltd China
LEM SA Switzerland LEM Instruments & Meters Co Ltd China
LEM UK Ltd Great Britain
Normet A/S Norway
TVELEM Ltd Russia (51%)

Proportionate consolidation
CTN SA Switzerland (58 %) - (72.5 % in 1998)

Equity method
Qualimatest SA Switzerland (21.67 %)

Report of the Group Auditors to the General Meeting of LEM Holding SA

As statutory auditors, we have audited the consolidated
financial statements (balance sheet, income statement,
cash flow statement and notes, on pages 28 to 41) of the
LEM Holding SA for the period from January 1 1999 to
March 31 2000.

These consolidated financial statements are the
responsibility of the board of directors. Our responsibility
is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial
statements based on our audit. We confirm that we meet
the legal requirements concerning professional
qualification and independence.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with auditing
standards promulgated by the profession and with the
International Standards on Auditing issued by the Inter-
national Federation of Accountants, which require that an
audit be planned and performed to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated financial
statements are free from material misstatement. We have
examined on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements.
We have also assessed  accounting principles used,
significant estimates made and the overall consolidated

financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give
a true and fair view of the financial position, the results of
operations and the cash flow, and they are in accordance
with the law, the consolidation and valuation principles as
set out in the notes, and with the International Accounting
Standards, with the following exception:

The segment information required by the IAS 14 is
incomplete.

In spite of the above-mentioned exception, we
recommend that the consolidated financial statements
submitted to you be approved.

Geneva,  28 July 2000

R. ALBER & H. ROLLE
Experts-comptables Associés SA

R. Alber H. Rolle
Certified Public Accountant

(Auditor in charge)
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